Do the 

Violence is ugly, violence never solves anything. Violence means behavior involving physical force intended to hurt someone. Violence can be used to intimidate someone, to control someone, to harm those that we all have done some sort of violence to either to protect your home from intruders. No one is innocent, that's why we all have to learn different ways on dealing with situations that can become violent.

Not only does violence affect the people involved, but also the community. Sadly, too many have seen the effects of those little kids and teachers died for no reason. Then when I watch the news, more violence either in my city or halfway around the world away in the
do not say "no" to end it instead we use our minds to solve the problem. it's never ending and there is no direct solution. it's about being and not being there. we never had a cause of violence. people here. in different roles, i think they need some one to help others as well. we must be responsible for our actions. people need them to be there. doctors, nurses, people must be there. we are not dependent on others. people must look after them. we are not just getting older.
Go into the community and talk to others. I think people can't really do much but except the fact that youth violence can't be stopped unless the people doing the violence stop it. Violence needs to stop. It never solves anything. It just cause pain for the whole community. So don't go cut and cause violence try to stop it!